
Microsoft, Google call
truce in patent wars

SAN FRANCISCO: Technology titans Microsoft and Google on
Wednesday announced that they have agreed to end all patent
infringement litigation against each other. Legal battles between
the companies included suits over technology for Internet-linked
mobile devices, WiFi and digital video.

Details of the agreement were not disclosed, but the tech
behemoths said it includes cases related to Motorola Mobility.
“The companies will dismiss all pending patent infringement liti-
gation between them, including cases related to Motorola
Mobility,” Microsoft and Google said in a joint statement.

Google last year sold Motorola Mobility to Chinese computer
giant Lenovo in a deal valued at $2.9 billion, but held on to
patents. “Separately, Google and Microsoft have agreed to col-
laborate on certain patent matters and anticipate working
together in other areas in the future to benefit our customers.”
The kind of collaboration the industry rivals have in mind was not
disclosed. Microsoft chief executive Satya Nadella has made a pri-
ority of making the company’s applications and cloud services
available across mobile devices, regardless of what software
powers the hardware. Microsoft would also like to boost the pop-
ularity of Windows smartphones and tablets with popular
Google offerings such as YouTube. — AFP
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DUBAI: Higher oil prices and stronger global
equities failed to lift most stock markets in
the Middle East yesterday and trading vol-
umes were modest, showing many investors
remain wary of the longer-term outlook for
stocks.

Brent oil rose nearly 2 percent to more
than $49 a barrel while Asian and European
markets climbed following a surge on Wall
Street.  But this did not stimulate trade in the
Gulf, where Saudi Arabia’s stock index
dropped 0.8 percent. Al-Rajhi Bank sank 3.7
percent while miner Ma’aden, hit this week
by the global sell-off in commodities-related
shares, lost a further 3.1 percent to a nine-

month closing low.  The stock market was
unmoved by news that Citigroup and emerg-
ing markets-focused investment manager
Ashmore Group had obtained licenses to
invest directly in Saudi stocks. This brings the
number of foreign institutions licensed to do
so up to at least three.

Inflows of foreign funds into the market
are expected to remain very gradual, and
local investors are worried by factors such as
the weak outlook for oil prices, uncertainty
over the level of government spending, and
the war in Yemen. Across Gulf Arab

economies, investors are anticipating a tight-
ening of banking sector liquidity as cheap oil
cuts the flow of state revenues into bank
deposits, and banks set aside money to buy
bonds which governments will use to cover
their budget deficits.

In a report yesterday, Standard & Poor’s
said strength in Gulf banks’ earnings in the
first half of this year was unlikely to continue.
“Owing to the knock-on effects of lower oil
prices on growth and asset quality, earnings
could weaken over the next several quarters,”
it said.

Dubai’s stock index rose 0.7 percent.
Blue chip Emaar Properties added 1.4 per-
cent but most gains were by low-priced
speculative stocks such as Arabtec, which
was the most heavily traded share and
gained 4.9 percent. Abu Dhabi edged up 0.4
percent, supported by telecommunications
blue chip Etisalat and First Gulf Bank, both
up 0.7 percent. Qatar edged down 0.1 per-
cent as drilling rig provider Gulf
International Services fell back 0.8 percent.
Egypt’s index slipped 0.3 percent as Arabia
Investments dropped 4.6 percent but
investment firm Qalaa Holdings edged up
0.6 percent. — Reuters

Markets sluggish despite firmer oil, global equities

WASHINGTON: With a partnership to make
one of Google’s flagship Nexus smart-
phones, Chinese tech giant Huawei is gain-
ing new prominence which could help its
efforts to win broader global consumer
appeal. 

Huawei was tapped this week to pro-
duce the Nexus 6P, one of two handsets
unveiled this week by Google to showcase
its Android mobile operating system.

The large-screen “phablet” was unveiled
as a rival to the iPhone 6S Plus and Samsung
Galaxy Note. A second Google phone, the
Nexus 5X, will be made by South Korea’s LG.
At a time when Chinese firms are struggling
to break the dominance of Apple and
Samsung on the high end of the smart-
phone market, the partnership is a mile-
stone for Huawei.

“Clearly, working with Google is vote of
confidence in the technology of the prod-
uct,” said Ian Fogg, senior director at the
consultancy IHS Technology. Fogg said the
Nexus devices “are intended to be showcas-
es of the best of Android technology, and
are designed to be seen as innovation lead-
ers. That’s an incredibly valuable association
to have.”

A ‘bridgehead’ 
The deal with Google “opens up a route

into the US market to raise visibility for
Huawei smartphones,” Fogg noted. “Huawei
will be particularly pleased if this can be a
bridgehead into the US market.”Fogg said
that this also helps Google, which is largely
absent from China, should the US company
decide to dive back into the large market. “In
its home market of China, Huawei has both
mobile operator relationships as well as its
own expertise in selling smartphones direct
to consumers,” Fogg said.

Huawei has been selling some unlocked
high-end devices direct to US and European
consumers, and has a share of the prepaid,
low-end smartphone market along with
Chinese rival ZTE.

But Huawei and other Chinese makers
have generally lacked the appeal of Apple
and Samsung for high-end smartphone cus-
tomers. The association with Google “pro-
vides a brand boost for Huawei,” noted Avi
Greengart, who follows mobile technology
at the research firm Current Analysis. “If you
are buying a Nexus phone and it has a
Chinese brand prominently displayed, that’s
definitely a positive.”

Greengart noted that consumers will be
looking at more options now that many US
carriers and “unbundling” the service from
the device.

Breaking the connection 
The Nexus 6P, which starts at $499 for US

customers, is being sold for less than the
rival Apple 6S Plus and Samsung Galaxy
Note 5, which cost at least $700. “Once you
break the direct connection between the
service and the hardware it becomes easier
for consumers to buy their device separate-
ly, and it makes a Nexus more attractive,”
Greengart said. The partnership could boost
the prominence of Huawei, which has
received media attention from US govern-
ment allegations that the company is a secu-
rity threat because of perceived close links
to the Chinese government. The company
denies the allegations.

Last year, news reports said the US
National Security Agency had been secretly
tapping the company’s networks for years.
Huawei is one of the largest providers of net-
work infrastructure globally, but its con-
sumer products are less well-known outside

China. Some analysts say it remains ques-
tionable whether Huawei can parlay the
Google deal into a stronger position in the
smartphone market.

“I think people gravitate toward Nexus
because it is a Google device,” said Ramon
Llamas, who follows mobile technology for
research firm IDC. Llamas said other manu-
facturers partnering with Google on Nexus-
HTC, LG and Motorola, for example-have
failed to get a major boost for their brands
from the deals.

“Huawei could see some boost in sales
but not enough to catapult them to a chal-
lenge of Samsung or Apple,” he told AFP.
While Chinese makers have gained ground
recently-lifted in part by Lenovo’s acquisi-
tion of the Motorola brand-”none of them
are breaking away from the pack,” Llamas
said. “Apple and Samsung really control the
high end.”

But IHS’s Fogg said the mobile market
can shift quickly, pointing out that previous
market leaders like Nokia and BlackBerry
have seen their leadership fade quickly.

“Nothing is forever in the smartphone
market,” Fogg said. — AFP

China’s Huawei rides Google 
coattails into new markets
Tech giant gaining broader global consumer appeal
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UK sees rise in labor 
costs as BoE watches

LONDON: British labor costs rose during the second quarter at their
fastest pace in more than two years, official data showed yesterday,
reinforcing the view that the Bank of England is edging closer to rais-
ing interest rates. The BoE has said it is monitoring unit labor costs -
which balance pay against productivity - closely as it considers its first
increase in borrowing costs in over seven years.

Productivity also rose in the second quarter, at its fastest pace in
four years, but remained below pre-crisis averages. “What we are see-
ing is wages rising faster than productivity, which is a thing that
makes me read this as a hawkish or a hawk-friendly data release,” Alan
Clarke, a market strategist at Scotiabank said.

Sterling and gilts showed little reaction to the data. Unit labor
costs were up 2.2 percent in the quarter versus the same period a year
ago, their fastest annual rise since late 2012, Britain’s official statistics
agency said. They rose 0.5 percent from the first three months of the
year. BoE Deputy Governor Ben Broadbent told Reuters last week that
unit labor costs needed to grow faster than 2 percent for the inflation
target to be hit. The Bank’s governor, Mark Carney, has said a decision
on whether to start raising interest rates will become clearer around
the turn of the year.

The rate outlook also hinges on whether the pick-up in wages is
faster than the rise in productivity, analysts said. Britain’s persistent
weakness in productivity at a time of solid growth has long puzzled
many policymakers. Productivity, as measured by output per hour,
grew at its fastest quarterly pace since mid-2011 and at its quickest
annual pace since late 2013, the Office for National Statistics said.

Output per hour rose 0.9 percent between April and June and
was up 1.3 percent from the second quarter of 2014. “If productivity
does see significant ongoing improvement, it means that the econ-
omy has more potential to grow without generating inflationary
pressures and that the Bank of England has more scope to be light
on the interest rate touch,” Howard Archer, chief UK economist at
IHS Global Insight.  — Reuters

NAXOS: Workers take part in the making process of Graviera local cheese
inside a workroom of a cheese cooperative on the Greek Aegean island of
Naxos. — AP


